A preliminary study of charismatic speech on YouTube: correlating prosodic variation with counts of subscribers, views and likes
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Abstract
This paper is a first investigation into the influence of the pitch range and the intensity variation on the number of subscribers, views and likes of YouTube Creators. A total of ten minutes of speech material from five English and five North-American YouTubers was analyzed. The results for pitch range and intensity variation suggest that an increase in both parameters results in higher subscriber counts. For views, there was no influence of pitch range, but an increase in intensity variation results in a lower number of views. Pitch range and intensity variation had no influence on the like count. Furthermore, both origin and gender had an influence on the results. Ultimately, this study will provide further information for the phonetic research of charisma (i.e., the perceived charm, competence, power, and persuasiveness of a speaker), as it is suspected that the acoustic features that have so far been connected to charisma also play an important role in the success of a YouTuber and their channel.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Researching the voices of YouTube Creators

In 2007, the video platform YouTube started to develop into an environment suitable for having a professional career. With the beginning of the platform’s Partner Program, YouTubers began earning money from advertisements on their videos. Since then, the amount of people in the Partner Program doing YouTube as a profession has grown substantially (see [1]). Over the years, many YouTubers (also referred to as Creators) have managed to grow their channels up to millions of subscribers (i.e., people that follow a channel on YouTube to get notified when new content is published) and billions of views, and to create interactive communities, but have also found success in different ventures outside of the platform.

The study presented here is part of a larger research project aiming to investigate whether YouTubers share some of the voice characteristics of successful CEOs or politicians whose voices have been investigated in regards to their charismatic speech (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]), and whether the acoustic features of the Creators in the sample correlate with some of YouTube’s provided channel and video statistics: namely subscriber count, views and likes. Creators’ speech is interesting for phonetic research in general and research into charismatic speech in particular because, while they are business people (they built their channels up like start-up companies over time, they have several business ventures on the side, etc.) and lead communities, they are mostly entertainers. As entertainers, they presumably use their voices and other means both to attract and retain attention and inspire people, but do not necessarily and at all times have to convince their audience to act a certain way. This study thus moves towards a concept of advantageous voice features for success in the digital media as opposed to the previous phonetic research into CEOs and politicians (see 1.2. for an overview).

1.2. Charismatic speech and speaker perception

According to [8, p. 294], charisma as a “concept is typically ill-defined by using exemplars or by defining it by its outcomes”. While it was (and still sometimes is) defined as an extraordinary, supernatural quality, following Max Weber (see [9] for an overview), charisma is today characterized as a trainable and gradual skill [10, 11] that is based on shared values and emotions. The “influencing process is not one of authority but one of voluntary following” (as is the case for YouTube Creators and their communities) and an “individual can be charismatic without having any influence whatsoever” [8, p. 304]. Still, charisma does not only arise from a person and their skills, but in combination with the people following that person’s lead, and the situation [12].

Delivery plays an important role in charisma perception. The same, of course, also applies to content, but when the latter remains constant, a stronger delivery results in a more charismatic effect than when the content is presented with a weak delivery ([13]; see also [7, 14]). Moreover, in studies comparing content to the two delivery features of body language and prosody (i.e., the rhythm and melody of speech and their contribution to meaning), the latter typically crystallizes as a key feature for charisma perception [15, 16].

Previous phonetic charisma studies have investigated politicians and CEOs. Many of these previous studies address the two prosodic parameters which are investigated here: pitch range and intensity variation. [2] report that standard deviation of pitch (their measure for pitch range and according to them corresponding to increased expressiveness) had a significant effect on the charisma ratings of the speech of American politicians: “The greater the [...] standard deviation, the greater the perceived charisma” ([2, p. 516]; see also [5] for empirical support in favour of this measure).

The results of [5] also suggest that higher standard deviation of pitch increases the charismatic effect of a speaker. In a study on Steve Jobs, [6] find that Jobs spoke with an extremely variable pitch and a large loudness variability, which they also suggest was crucial for his charismatic effect. This is consistent with findings reported by [17] for the perceived charisma of other American English (political) speakers. Furthermore, it is reasonable in view of [17] to assume that loudness variability is, like pitch range, positively correlated with speaker charisma across a wide range of languages, including West Germanic lan-
guages. However, the upper limits of this correlation (“overdose thresholds” in [11]) are likely language-specific. For example, British English speakers are said to make use of a relative large fundamental frequency (f0) range, which in turn can be perceived as “over-excited” or “aggressive”, at least by German listeners [18].

Regarding perception, male speakers have been shown to be rated as more charismatic than female speakers [19]. According to [7, p. 2248], “female speakers may need to deliver a better performance in order to be rated as equally charismatic” as male speakers; see [5] for further supporting evidence.

1.3. Research questions and hypotheses

The main question that will be addressed in this study is whether acoustic features that are reported to be connected to a lively, charismatic voice (see Sec. 1.2.) can predict the subscriber count of a YouTube channel and the views and likes of a video. The study will address the following hypothesis:

- **H1**: A combination of increased pitch range and increased intensity variation results in an increase of subscribers, views and likes.

Furthermore, the study investigates whether there is an influence of the gender and the origin of the speakers on the basis of the following hypotheses:

- **H2**: North American speakers have higher subscriber, view and like counts than British English speakers;
- **H3**: Male speakers have higher subscriber, view and like counts than female speakers.

This study presents preliminary results that will be expanded upon. The data set at this point is limited so only tendencies pertaining to the sample can be reported.

2. Methods

2.1. Speakers

The data for the present study comprises about ten minutes of speech material taken from YouTube videos of ten YouTube Creators, i.e., about one minute per speaker\(^1\). Five of the speakers are from England (two female, three male), and five are from North America (US or Canada; three female, two male). The speakers were between 24 and 32 years of age at the time of video publication. Note that regional variation in England is much more diverse than in the US and that the dialect areas are substantially larger in the US than in England. According to [20], this “is a reflection of the fact that English has been spoken in England for 1,500 years but in North America only for 300. There has not been sufficient time in North America for linguistic changes to lead to the development of small dialect areas. This is why, too, dialect areas in the East of North America are smaller than those in the more recently settled West.” In future analyses, the regional variety of the speakers will be taken into account and classified in more detail.

Most Creators in the sample have two or three YouTube channels. Each channel serves a different purpose and allows Creators to publish different types of content. Often there is a differentiation between a ‘main channel’ with more produced, often scripted content, and a ‘vlog channel’ with more spontaneous day-in-the-life or story videos. The term ‘vlog’ is short for ‘video blog’, a video style that is “a record of your thoughts, opinions, or experiences that you film and publish on the internet” [21]. A third channel (if it exists) is often a gaming channel or dedicated to another type of content. All Creators had well above one million subscribers at the time of selection for inclusion in the study.

All videos deal with topics important to the speakers, like mental health/strength, YouTube/business, and happiness, among other topics. All videos have in common that the speakers tell stories meant to entertain and inspire, but also to open a discussion about the topic with the viewers. While this is the normal format for seven of the speakers (they are categorized as vloggers, short for ‘video bloggers’), the other three are mainly gamers but produce vlogs every once in a while.

Table 1 lists the ten speakers in alphabetical order together with further information. The numbers for subscriber count, views of the video and likes of the video were obtained from the channel pages on February 19, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CR</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Subs</th>
<th>Views</th>
<th>Likes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>3,964,578</td>
<td>440,125</td>
<td>27,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8,374,298</td>
<td>1,602,733</td>
<td>73,184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>6,506,409</td>
<td>3,194,192</td>
<td>375,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>2,486,176</td>
<td>422,448</td>
<td>28,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2,790,888</td>
<td>680,199</td>
<td>56,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>23,243,972</td>
<td>2,143,605</td>
<td>192,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,978,704</td>
<td>174,767</td>
<td>4,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>4,198,428</td>
<td>1,082,636</td>
<td>127,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,978,704</td>
<td>174,767</td>
<td>4,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>4,887,896</td>
<td>1,381,902</td>
<td>56,102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)The videos are provided in a YouTube playlist available at: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLLOyJ3A-vVCLPu9BASsceDdRdrfmQqJJ5

Table 1: The speakers (CR for Creator) with their respective subscriber counts on the channel with the investigated video (Subs), video views and likes. Gender (G; F = female, M = male) and Origin (= O; EN for England, NA for North America) are also listed. Note that speakers MP and SP appear in the same video and therefore have the same statistics.
investigated to get a first impression of variability characteristics of a voice on YouTube.

2.3. Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were carried out using linear mixed models with two predictors (pitch range and intensity variation), performed using the `lmer()` function [26] in R [27]. The significance threshold is $\alpha = .05$ for all subsequent analyses.

The dependent variables to be predicted by the models were the highest subscriber count of a speaker ($\text{SubsHighest}$), the subscriber count of the channel the video was from ($\text{SubsVid}$), the number of views of the video ($\text{ViewsVid}$), and the number of likes of the video ($\text{LikesVid}$). In most cases, $\text{SubsHighest}$ did not coincide with $\text{SubsVid}$. The video that was analyzed could often not be taken from the channel with the highest subscriber count because the videos on those channels were scripted with character acting or featured background music which would have been problematic for the acoustic analyses. In those cases, videos from the ‘side’ or ‘secondary’ channels were chosen. Of the two subscriber-related dependent variables, only the results for $\text{SubsVid}$ will be reported here, as the models for both variables returned similar results. That suggests that pitch range and intensity variation do not necessarily have different effects for different channels, but that the speakers use their voices in similar ways on their different channels. $\text{SubsVid}$ is reported here so that all reported dependent variables were directly connected to the videos that were analyzed.

Shapiro-Wilk normality tests revealed that the data for $\text{SubsVid}$, $\text{ViewsVid}$, and $\text{LikesVid}$ were not normally distributed. Subsequent normality tests with both centered and log-transformed data were not normally distributed either. However, linear mixed models tend to be robust towards non-normality, so the analyses were carried out using the original, un-transformed data.

For each of the dependent variables, three different models were created—one with $\text{Gender}$ as a random intercept, one with $\text{Origin}$ as a random intercept, and one with both $\text{Gender}$ and $\text{Origin}$ as random intercepts—and subsequently compared using the `anova()` function in R. For $\text{SubsVid}$, including both $\text{Gender}$ and $\text{Origin}$ in the random effects structure returned the best model fit. Including $\text{Origin}$, either as a single random intercept or in combination with $\text{Gender}$, did not improve the model fit significantly for $\text{ViewsVid}$ and $\text{LikesVid}$ which means that the models with $\text{Gender}$ as the sole random intercept will be reported for these two dependent variables.

3. Results

3.1. Subscriber count

There was a significant effect of the random intercepts $\text{Gender}$ and $\text{Origin}$ ($p = .04$). A visualization of the effects revealed that higher subscriber counts were predicted when the speaker was male rather than female, and from North America rather then from England (see Figure 1 (a) for $\text{Gender}$ and (b) for $\text{Origin}$). There was a significant interaction of the two predictors pitch range and intensity variation indicating that subscriber count increases by 54,200 when both pitch range and intensity variation increase by 1 st and 1 dB respectively ($p = .004$). The detailed results of the linear mixed models for $\text{SubsVid}$ are given in Table 2(a).

3.2. Views

The random intercept $\text{Gender}$ was significant ($p = .001$) for $\text{ViewsVid}$, and Figure 1 (c) shows that the videos of male Creators tend to gather more views than the videos of female Creators. The interaction between pitch range and intensity variation was not significant ($p = .235$), and neither was there a main effect of pitch range ($p = .357$). However, there was a significant main effect of intensity variation, indicating that there are $143,900$ less views on a video when intensity variation is larger by 1 dB ($p = .003$). The detailed results of the linear mixed models for $\text{ViewsVid}$ are given in Table 2(b).

3.3. Likes

There were no significant results for the dependent variable $\text{LikesVid}$. The random intercept $\text{Gender}$ was not significant ($p = .089$). Neither the interaction between pitch range and intensity variation nor main effects pitch range and intensity variation were statistically significant ($p = 0.96$, $p = .736$ and $p = 0.101$ respectively). The full results of the model for $\text{LikesVid}$ are not shown for this reason.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The first hypothesis (a combination of increased pitch range and increased intensity variation results in an increase of subscribers, views and likes) can only partly be accepted. The results suggest that there are two different acoustic patterns in play that could be of importance for the success of YouTube Creators and their videos. For a channel overall, it seems to be most beneficial to speak with both a larger pitch range and a larger intensity variation. That suggests that channels with higher subscriber counts are led by speakers with more variable voices, which would correspond to previous findings regarding phonetic charisma research (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]). For the subscriber count, the first hypothesis can therefore be accepted.

In terms of views and likes of the video, the first hypothesis cannot be accepted. Only the intensity variation had an effect, in that a higher intensity variation predicted a decrease in views. This might suggest that a video with very high intensity variation is in some way difficult to listen to, which might result in fewer views, perhaps because the intensity variation was too large to be advantageous for the speaker. There was no significant effect of either pitch range or intensity variation on the video likes. This may be because, especially for likes and to some extent for views, one has to keep in mind that there are several factors that could contribute more than the speaker’s voice or delivery. Content seems to be an important factor, as well as the intended audience of the video: Is the video meant to be watched by all subscribers of the channel or only a part of the audience (for example, vlog-style videos are most likely not meant to reach all subscribers of a gaming-related channel)? What is the demographic of the channel and do they even participate in liking videos? All these influences and more have to be taken into account when analyzing the effect of acoustic features on the number of views and likes of videos. Nevertheless, at least for the current sample, there was a significant main effect of intensity variation on the number of views of a video which cannot be neglected, but should be analyzed further.

The random effects showed an influence on all dependent variables. Counts of subscribers, likes and views were higher for male speakers than for female speakers, and subscriber counts were higher for North American channels than for British channels. Therefore, hypotheses 2 and 3 can be ten-
Table 2: The results of the linear mixed models for the dependent variables (a) SubsVid and (b) ViewsVid. The values given as the 95% confidence intervals are rounded. The * marks an interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) SubsVid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (Gender, Origin)</td>
<td>15,390,000</td>
<td>±10,670,000</td>
<td>4,980,000</td>
<td>3.443</td>
<td>3.090</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch range*intensity variation</td>
<td>54,200</td>
<td>±37,000</td>
<td>19,040</td>
<td>50,720,000</td>
<td>2.847</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ViewsVid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (Gender)</td>
<td>2,084,000</td>
<td>±827,000</td>
<td>447,200</td>
<td>11.910</td>
<td>4.661</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity variation</td>
<td>-143,900</td>
<td>±90,000</td>
<td>47,900</td>
<td>5,119,000</td>
<td>-3.005</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The random intercepts for all dependent variables. (a) shows Gender and (b) shows Origin for SubsVid, and (c) Gender for ViewsVid.

In general, it is possible that using the standard deviation of intensity is not the best measure for intensity variation. Initial closer inspections of the videos suggest that other factors like head, hand and body movements (e.g., movement towards the camera for emphasis), the recording equipment, and the amount of sound absorbing materials in a room can have a great influence on the standard deviation. Excursion size is also likely not the most accurate measure for pitch range, at least not for shorter amounts of speech. Other measures, like “the percentile range (i.e., the difference between the 10th and 90th percentile)” [5, p. 360], might be better suited for pitch range analyses [28].

In order to expand on the first, tentative results presented in this study, future research in this project will look into different measures and methods, and analyze longer excerpts and more features. Furthermore, research should look into possible thresholds above and below which certain parameters are no longer advantageous for the charismatic effect of a speaker, a research direction that has been started by [11]. Future studies should also analyze more speakers, and compare speakers of different success levels on YouTube. For the context of YouTube and entertainment it is also interesting to investigate whether different acoustic-prosodic parameters can be attributed to different aspects of the charisma complex, one being inspiring people and attracting attention, the other being convincing them to act a certain way. It might be that different acoustic-prosodic parameters are at play, and Creators’ videos could prove to be good material for such an investigation.
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